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                                        Everyone Deserves To Smile                    
        
        
    
        
        
                If you would like to know more about our cosmetic dental treatments, such as teeth straightening, Dental Implants and Smile Makeovers, you can sign up now to arrange a Complimentary Consultation.

It's a great opportunity to discover more about the treatment that you are interested in, to get a better understanding of the finances involved and if you are suitable for treatment.
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11671 Jollyville Road, Suite 204, Austin, TX 78759

512-345-9973

appointments@restoradentalarts.com


	

            
Monday

        
            7:30am - 5:00pm
        

    

    

	

            
Tuesday

        
            7:30am - 5:00pm
        

    

    

	

            
Wednesday

        
            7:30am - 5:00pm
        

    

    

	

            
Thursday

        
            7:30am - 5:00pm
        

    

    

	

            
Friday

        
            7:30am - 3:30pm
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[image: Dicky Grigg]
Dicky Grigg15:31 06 Apr 24

Really appreciate your working me in. Thank you



[image: Robert Gage]
Robert Gage14:51 05 Apr 24

Restora Dental Arts deserves every star and more! From the moment I walked in, I was greeted by a warm and welcoming staff who made me feel at ease. The office is immaculate, and the latest technology they use ensures top-notch care!



[image: Debra Watson]
Debra Watson17:10 29 Mar 24

What a warm, inviting, friendly caring environment. Everyone was knowledgable and professional. My friend has been raving about this dentist. Now, I know why!



[image: Billy Perkins]
Billy Perkins13:03 26 Mar 24

Super friendly staff and dentist, made me feel very comfortable and did a great job. Got started on me right away with no waiting, and the procedure went quickly and expertly. My crown is perfect! Would definitely recommend to others.



[image: Cindy Brown]
Cindy Brown13:31 22 Mar 24

On time, fast, no pain, I was in and out in less than 30 minutes for a cavity filing, friendly and gentle.



[image: margaret barry]
margaret barry01:18 21 Mar 24

Another great experience at Restora Dental Arts today. My dental hygienist was as smart and as gentle as she always is and solved problems as they arose (I'm not the best patient; I don't floss as often as I should).



[image: Joan Wahlman]
Joan Wahlman13:25 17 Mar 24





[image: Tom Smith]
Tom Smith01:17 08 Mar 24

Routine annual cleaning... Auzi and Dr. Culotta were great as usual.



[image: James McLean]
James McLean17:49 06 Mar 24

Dr. Culotta and her staff are always great.



[image: John Bush]
John Bush23:17 05 Mar 24





[image: Janice Ross]
Janice Ross01:34 24 Feb 24





[image: Kevin Haley]
Kevin Haley15:42 23 Feb 24

Great as usual.



[image: Larry Davis]
Larry Davis15:05 23 Feb 24

Everything about my first time visit was very pleasant, they make out feel comfortable and explain every procedure .Definitely going back 😁



[image: Larry & Rose Nau]
Larry & Rose Nau01:46 23 Feb 24

Dr.Olson is caring,efficient, and technically very good



[image: janet fleming]
janet fleming12:54 22 Feb 24

Everyone is very professional with a personal touch.Experienced dentists and team, taking care of all your dental needs.



[image: Cindy]
Cindy11:17 16 Feb 24

Incredibly well appointed, high tech, staff is so professional snd Dr Olson is so compassionate and caring !Rhonda is simply the best!



[image: Richard Rosa]
Richard Rosa04:45 27 Jan 24





[image: roy lessner]
roy lessner22:20 26 Jan 24

Very well run office. Great staff.



[image: Debra Smith]
Debra Smith01:39 26 Jan 24

Smart, prompt, great communicators, I can’t imagine going any place else!
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James Grote03:14 25 Jan 24





[image: Ron Peters]
Ron Peters01:34 19 Jan 24

Great people who really care.



[image: Kenny C]
Kenny C15:54 13 Jan 24





[image: Courtney Gayle]
Courtney Gayle03:21 13 Jan 24

This is a top of the line Dentist Office, from the technology to the bedside manner, simply SUBERB. There is a genuine care for Dr. Olsen's patients with every single staff member you come in contact with. If you're looking for a new dentist, look no further! You will be in the most skilled hands with Dr. Olsen and her team.



[image: Renee Davis]
Renee Davis03:52 12 Jan 24

My experience is always great at Restora! I have been a patient of Dr. Olson for 25 years so that should speak to my family's loyalty to her and the staff!



[image: Beck]
Beck01:41 11 Jan 24

Super friendly staff, and of course did their job very well



[image: Leticia Silva]
Leticia Silva14:40 09 Jan 24

Dr. Culotta is absolutely amazing with my daughter! She worked with her at a few days old to release a tongue and lip tie dye to feeding issues, and now at almost two years old my daughter continues to see Dr. Culotta as her dentist! I wish Dr. Culotta did it all because she is truly a gem!



[image: James Murphy]
James Murphy14:29 09 Jan 24

Friendly, efficient, helpful as always. They make you feel a part of the family!



[image: Elizabeth James]
Elizabeth James03:13 06 Jan 24

The Dental Technician and the Dentist were very attentive and assessed the problem with the tooth in no time. They took care of it, explaining the process all the way through, and it could not have gone smoother.



[image: BRIAN]
BRIAN18:18 05 Jan 24

Dr. Olson is amazing. She has helped me feel much better about my dental problems. The office is top notch and the staff is always polite and helpful.



[image: Joaquin Moreno]
Joaquin Moreno01:34 21 Dec 23





[image: Philbert]
Philbert17:57 14 Dec 23

Dr. Olson and her staff are always great! They do excellent work and have always taken great care of me whenever I see them.



[image: Phil Richardson]
Phil Richardson01:37 14 Dec 23





[image: Marian Wernicke]
Marian Wernicke21:18 11 Dec 23

Dr. Culota and Sheila are wonderful! Painless!



[image: Marnie Cervenka]
Marnie Cervenka17:37 08 Dec 23

Fabulous new office. Great, caring staff and excellent dentists! Highly Recommend!



[image: Terri Milan]
Terri Milan01:52 06 Dec 23





[image: April McAnally]
April McAnally01:33 21 Nov 23





[image: J.P. Rutledge]
J.P. Rutledge17:32 09 Nov 23

Awesome folks and they pay great attention to details that others don't. Auzi is fantastic to work with.



[image: Andrew Lyew]
Andrew Lyew19:33 04 Nov 23

Absolutely exceptional service all-around.  Stellar in all regards.



[image: Abigail Lipson]
Abigail Lipson14:43 28 Oct 23

I love Dr. Olson and her office. She is a top-notch dentist and I always feel very well cared for. Plus, they go above and beyond with the nice touches, such as sunglasses to shield from the harsh dental lamp, headphones and iPod to block out the drills, and hot lavender-scented towels at the end to wash your face. Everyone is super friendly and great at what they do.



[image: john marshall]
john marshall19:09 21 Oct 23

great experience



[image: Brenda Kessler]
Brenda Kessler15:44 20 Oct 23

Cleaning went well - Dr. Olson found a chipped tooth that needed a filling and she was able to do filling right then.



[image: Curt Rousse]
Curt Rousse12:19 20 Oct 23





[image: Octavia Sadler]
Octavia Sadler10:09 12 Oct 23

I was anxious about having four fillings replaced and knew the procedure would take a good amount of time.  I was impressed with how they did everything they could to make me more comfortable and explained everything that was going to happen.  It sure wasn't fun but it wasn't painful and went much more quickly than I was expecting.  Dedicated and caring staff.  Highly recommend!



[image: Joy Tern]
Joy Tern16:29 11 Oct 23

My dental work yesterday was totally painless and professionally handled.  The office is a beautiful place to go for your dental care.  Thanks, Team!!



[image: Leilani Plougmann]
Leilani Plougmann15:41 07 Oct 23

Dr. Olson and her entire staff take amazing care of their patients. 100%! The office is beautiful with the most high-tech equipment and every detail is considered. After 14+ years in Austin I have finally found my dentist for life.



[image: Kimberly Allen]
Kimberly Allen00:35 05 Oct 23

Very professional and kind team, and I have had an outstanding outcome in terms of the health of my mouth, how straight my teeth are, and how much more comfortably I am able to chew. From the moment you enter the door, everyone is attentive and the team answers all questions. My teeth feel and look better than they ever have!



[image: Erin Lawler]
Erin Lawler01:28 29 Sep 23

Dentists and staff are always thorough and patient.



[image: Courtney Adams]
Courtney Adams00:48 29 Sep 23





[image: Jessica Peterson]
Jessica Peterson11:53 26 Sep 23

I went to Dr. Culotta for a tongue tie evaluation for myself. She was very patient, explained all of my options and gave me time to ask questions. Great experience, good information and thorough exam!



[image: Jeanne Bunker]
Jeanne Bunker23:03 22 Sep 23

I had an urgent issue -- a crown fell off -- and Restora Dental Arts got me in the next day and fixed the problem quickly and with kindness.



[image: Dave Nunya]
Dave Nunya20:55 20 Sep 23

Dr. Olson and all the staff get 5 stars from me. The dental visits are very comfortable, with bubbly refreshments in the waiting lounge area, although the wait is never long. During the dental procedures, patients are offered headphones with a variety of musical genres to choose from. I'm presently getting two gold crowns replaced. Although I had an extensive level of decay, Olson and her excellent assistants were able to rebuild the teeth and are replacing my prior crowns with two brand new, proper gold crowns.I'm very pleased with their expertise, professionalism and their welcoming and warm demeanor. Restora made me feel at home from the first visit, and I'll be coming back for all my dental needs in the future.



[image: Becky Jolin]
Becky Jolin01:57 20 Sep 23

I e been a patient for several years. I am so impressed with everyone @ Restora. The professionalism and attention to detail and comfort are unsurpassed.



[image: Maria Garcia]
Maria Garcia16:25 14 Sep 23

Wow,  Amazing experience! You are able to tell the staff  that works there really care. I felt so welcoming and comfortable.   Dr. Culotta explained everything thoroughly and patiently.



[image: Donna Kyle]
Donna Kyle20:47 12 Sep 23

Going to Dr. Olson’s office is like going to a Dental Spa.  The hygienist told me about a new mouth spray for dry mouth and it is fantastic.  So much better than Biotene products.



[image: Mark Thor]
Mark Thor05:00 06 Sep 23

Great staff - always helpful, and they do great work on young ones or adults. Been going there for years and would highly recommend.



[image: Juergen A]
Juergen A01:58 06 Sep 23

I had a crown replaced today. Dr Olson, assisted by Diana, did an amazing job. The crown was created in the office while I waited so there was no need for a temporary crown and a second office visit. I felt in great hands during the entire procedure and I say that as someone who still has PTSD from a horrible dentist I had as a kid.The entire office staff is a pleasure to interact with.



[image: Tracie Thor]
Tracie Thor00:44 06 Sep 23

Our family has been seeing Dr Annmarie Olsen and her practice for 26yrs+. We love this group. The staff continually stays up on best practices and has all the new patient friendly gadgets. They treat you like family and create an exceptional patient experience. We wouldn’t think of going to anyone else.



[image: Tom Smith]
Tom Smith13:29 26 Aug 23

Auzi did my cleaning, she is the best!



[image: Kathy Miller]
Kathy Miller02:31 24 Aug 23





[image: Jon Beall]
Jon Beall02:14 23 Aug 23

Dr. Olson uses the latest in technology.  For example, thanks to their ability to scan and photograph my issues, I realized I definitely needed a new crown...no doubt about it. Two weeks later, I came back for the work. In about 2 hours, I walked out with a new crowned tooth  Again their technology allowed them to design and construct the crown.. Very efficient, painless and cost efficient. This is the best dental practice of the many I have used.



[image: Pedro Nicolas Rivera]
Pedro Nicolas Rivera20:14 20 Aug 23

Dr. Olson is a pleasure to have as a dental provider. She is empathetic with her patients and made me feel very much at ease. Better yet, during my need for 4 new fillings which involved local anesthesia and the subsequent procedure, it was the first time I experienced zero pain or pressure, ever! An amazing testament to Dr. Olson's mastery of her craft! I highly recommend Dr. Olson to anyone looking for a dental provider.



[image: Bec Wom]
Bec Wom17:58 19 Aug 23

A couple of years ago-had several hours of work done, happy to have issues repaired.  They took good care of me, especially considering I'm a "dental phobe"... Visited recently- kind, gentle, professional staff, nice office/ location.



[image: Bonnie Walker]
Bonnie Walker15:04 16 Aug 23





[image: maxine Bernreuter]
maxine Bernreuter16:52 08 Aug 23

I am a health care professional and could not be happier with this practice. The dentist, the hygenist, the assistants are all top notch.



[image: Susan Westbrook]
Susan Westbrook00:36 08 Aug 23

I have been seeing Dr. AMO and her staff for  20+ years.  They have always been highly professional, with great bedside manner.  They willingly embrace new technologies that make treatment very comfortable and very efficient.  I can recommend them wholeheartedly!



[image: Joel Berning]
Joel Berning00:34 05 Aug 23

Dr Olson and staff are the best!



[image: Maureen Myrick]
Maureen Myrick16:19 03 Aug 23





[image: Angelique Zarate]
Angelique Zarate13:32 03 Aug 23

What a Great Experience They really listened to my Concerns I have with my teeth and we both came up with a Treatment Plan so Excited to have Found a Great Dentist Office



[image: Lane G.]
Lane G.00:36 03 Aug 23

The absolute best! Dr. Culotta is so incredibly patient and sweet with my toddler and is so easy to work with!



[image: Wendy Kamasaki]
Wendy Kamasaki15:41 30 Jul 23





[image: Gloria Eckstrom]
Gloria Eckstrom00:44 29 Jul 23

I love the new office, it’s still warm and friendly. I’ve known everyone for years and they still surprise me with their knowledge and excitement to learn.



[image: Faith Starnes Martin]
Faith Starnes Martin15:46 27 Jul 23





[image: Glenn F. Bangate]
Glenn F. Bangate11:29 27 Jul 23

Actually look forward to my appointments. The staff are amazing. The Docs are very caring. Very accommodating with my questions.Would recommend this office to anyone.



[image: Jen Choi]
Jen Choi15:06 25 Jul 23





[image: arthur c]
arthur c04:10 25 Jul 23

Friendly staff



[image: Dawn Cervenka]
Dawn Cervenka02:12 22 Jul 23

The star is friendly and welcoming. Anne Marie is so meticulous, professional and has a wonderful way of making you feel at home. And the new office is top notch!



[image: Angela Crosby]
Angela Crosby15:14 14 Jul 23





[image: cindy denny]
cindy denny10:55 14 Jul 23

Anne Marie Olson's office is always so caring.  I almost enjoy going to the dentist!



[image: Debbie Richardson]
Debbie Richardson01:02 13 Jul 23

Dr Couletta and Ronda gave me back my smile after years and years of being afraid to smile. Now I can ! Thanks Dr Couletta you are the best!



[image: Don Mauro]
Don Mauro00:34 13 Jul 23





[image: Matt Santschi]
Matt Santschi14:46 08 Jul 23

Nice and honest 👌 👍



[image: Michael Jones]
Michael Jones02:16 07 Jul 23





[image: Susan Georgen-Saad]
Susan Georgen-Saad20:50 24 Jun 23

Dr. Olson and company multi-tasked mightily in order to squeeze in my entire treatment plan that was not reflected in the schedule.Thank you



[image: Steven Stout]
Steven Stout00:49 16 Jun 23

Not a fan of going to the dentist but love going here. So professional and friendly. Never feel rushed through as a patient and answers all my 1000 questions.



[image: Aubrey Wilson]
Aubrey Wilson21:19 07 Jun 23





[image: Michael Engelhardt]
Michael Engelhardt15:53 31 May 23
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brucelev21:12 23 May 23





[image: Eli Menezes]
Eli Menezes04:22 23 May 23





[image: James Nyfeler]
James Nyfeler18:59 06 May 23

I fear the dentist due to a horrific dentist during my childhood. Having Restora Dental take care of my crown was a breeze - the sedation dentistry made it absolutely pain free and seemingly quick. The fact that they make the crowns in-house is a game changer because it’s one appointment and you’re done.Also, I surprisingly had no pain after the procedure once the drugs wore off - not even a sore jaw. Can’t recommend them more highly.



[image: ryland angel]
ryland angel00:33 04 May 23

Great!



[image: Monika Monsisvais]
Monika Monsisvais15:10 03 May 23

Love the office, staff is amazing! They are always accommodating.



[image: Walter Saad]
Walter Saad00:58 03 May 23

You guys are the best!   My experience getting a new crown was WAY better than I anticipated.  Caring, compassionate work, and I’m very appreciative.  Thank you!!



[image: Kayetloves Lilacs]
Kayetloves Lilacs19:49 11 Mar 23

I have been a patient of Dr. Olson for about eight years and I have to say she can’t be beat. She has the most efficient office staff and her hygienists are exceptional! The equipment in her office is state of the art. I have never seen anything like it!



[image: Peggy Gerke]
Peggy Gerke14:45 09 Mar 23

The office staff is very professional, polite and personable, always ready to take my phone call and greet me at the door. Dr. Olson and her dental care team are the best, I highly recommend them!



[image: Helen Bryan]
Helen Bryan19:36 05 Feb 23

Extremely kind, competent people who go above and beyond to provide excellent services. 💜



[image: Nancy Harris]
Nancy Harris17:16 09 Jan 23





[image: Hanna Westerman]
Hanna Westerman17:01 08 Jan 23

Love this office! 😁 they make sure you’re informed and comfortable the entire time. Dr. Olson and her team are the best!!



[image: Patti Hjelm]
Patti Hjelm02:21 23 Dec 22

Good visit. Friendly and very competent staff. Everyone was very kind and thoughtful. Busy morning, but everyone was taking  time with me.
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Larry Coons03:28 15 Dec 22
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